INSULATED BAY/BOW SEATBOARD KIT
(Must be ordered with Bay or Bow Unit)

Amerimax insulated seatboard kit comes pre-cut from the factory to your bay/bow seat dimension. After the bay/bow unit has been set in the opening the insulated board should be lifted into place and butted against the exterior wall to verify sizing. A flush straight cut on the wall side of the board will be needed to fit to the exact finished size of the installed bay/bow.

Once in place and fitted the board can be lowered and a generous bead of caulking should be applied around the perimeter of the top of the insulated board for proper sealing. The insulated board should be lifted back into place and screwed into the underside of the seatboard using a non-corrosive or cadmium plated screw. The seam between the underside of the seatboard and the exterior of the home and the inboard edge of the insulated board should be caulked. If necessary, this gap can be filled with a backer rod then caulked.

To order seatboard kit for an existing Amerimax bay or bow, please provide a copy of the original confirmation/acknowledgement or invoice to us.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
1 5/8", 2lb. density E.P.S. board with a 30 mil. PVC laminate = R Value of 8.25
Factory cut to the angle degree of your custom built bay/bow unit with a factory applied PVC nose cap to protect the